Acquisition Services

CONTRACT VEHICLES FOR IT PRODUCTS & SERVICES

IBC has awarded several enterprise contract vehicles for Information Technology products and services.

The following is a list of the available enterprise contract vehicles for IT products and services:

- ADOBE
- MICROSOFT
- IT MARKET RESEARCH AND CONSULTING
- PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
- IT PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
- CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION SRS
- DRUPAL WEB CMS
- DRUPAL DEVELOPER SUPPORT SERVICES
- DATA AT REST
- MAAS360
- SEND WORD NOW
- MOBILE SERVICES AND DEVICES
- EARTH RESOURCES DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM (ERDAS)
- ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ESRI)
- ENVI REMOTE SENSING SOFTWARE
- TRIMBLE

HIGHLIGHTED AWARDS

**ADOBE**
- Blanket Purchase Agreement and Enterprise Term License Agreement for various Adobe products
- Two categories available — client technologies and system/server technologies — to support approximately 80,000 users including Department of the Interior permanent employees, seasonal workers, and contractors

**MICROSOFT**
- Blanket Purchase Agreement and Enterprise Agreement for Microsoft products, licenses and Software Assurance
- Volume licensing program support for various Microsoft products

**CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEM REVIEW SERVICES**
- Blanket Purchase Agreement to support system reviews ensuring that information systems meet federal CUI safeguarding, handling and marking standards and supports the CUI program management, accounting and accountability responsibilities specified by Executive Order 13556

If you have any questions or any upcoming or existing IT requirement, please call 703-964-3600 or email CENTRA@ibc.doi.gov to discuss a personalized solution that meets your mission needs.